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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to assess the scope, development, and future of Institutional Repositories (IR) in Saudi Arabia. This paper is based on the authors’ working experience at King Saud University Dspace repository project. To ensure the number of repository projects in Saudi Arabia the directory of open access repositories, (Open DOAR), Registry of Open Access Repositories (ROAR), and the websites of the existing universities in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has been browsed. There is a general lack of awareness with regard to Open Institutional Repositories in Saudi Universities and higher education institutions. Only four Universities i.e. King Saud University (KSU), King Fahd University of Petroleum & Minerals, Umm Al-Qura University, and University of Dammam have taken some initiatives in this regard. Though these universities have made commendable efforts there still lots of improvements and developments required with regard to Institutional Repositories. It is expected that this paper will encourage Saudi Academic organizations to take the initiatives in the development of open institutional repositories. No such study (Research type, Essay, View point) has been conducted so far in the context of Saudi Arabia.
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INTRODUCTION
An institutional repository (IR) is the collection of intellectual output of an institution, academic community etc. in formal or informal form such as Research papers, conference papers, workshop notes, books, book chapters, patents, lectures, class notes, theses, dissertations, project reports etc. organized and preserved for wider accessibility to the academic community and for generations to come. University-based Institutional Repository is a set of services that a university offers to the members of its community for the management and dissemination of digital materials created by the institution and its community members. It is essentially an organizational commitment to the stewardship of
these digital materials, including long-term preservation where appropriate, as well as organization and access or distribution (Lynch, 2003). Institutional repositories are still in an underdeveloped phase in Saudi Arabia; so far only four universities have taken initiatives in this area i.e. King Saud University (KSU), King Fahd University of Petroleum & Minerals (KFUPM), Umm-Al-Qura University (UQU), and university of Dammam. In addition, King Saud University launched a project called ‘Makhtota’ an Arabic term which stands for manuscripts. This is a database of more than eleven thousands rare and historical Arabic manuscripts. Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (Saudi Arabia) was founded by Abdulaziz bin Saud in 1932, although the conquests which eventually led to the creation of the Kingdom began in 1902 when he captured Riyadh. Saudi Arabia is the largest Arab country in the Middle East. The economy of Saudi Arabia is based on petroleum, and nearly 75% of government revenues coming from petroleum industry. Now the mind set of Saudi Arabian government has been changed, they are trying to overlap its economy to knowledge based from petroleum (Wikipedia, 2012).

1. EDUCATIONAL EXPENDITURE IN SAUDI ARABIA
This is the era of Knowledge and Saudi Arabia is making very sincere and strong efforts to shift its economy from oil based to knowledge based. To realize this effort the Saudi government is spending billions of dollars on education to accomplish the vision of a knowledge based economy.

Continuing its emphasis on the education and manpower training, Saudi Arabia announced 2012 national budget a record SR690 billion ($184 billion), giving top priority to education and manpower training. The budget, which projected SR702 billion ($187.2 billion) in revenue, has allocated SR168 billion for education and manpower training alone (Arab News 2011).

Similarly Saudi Arabia planned to spend SR 580 billion ($154.7 billion) in its 2011 national budget. The budget dedicates 46 percent of total spending to education and training, health and social development, and infrastructure, with 25.9 percent of the entire budget designated for education and training alone. The government appropriated $40 billion (SR150 billion) to education and training in 2011. The 2010 National budget of Saudi Arabia included 137 billion Saudi riyals ($36.5 billion) for education which accounts more than 25% of the total of the national budget for manpower training, and represents a 13% increase from the 2009 fiscal-year. The budget includes the construction and development of four new universities in Dammam, Alkharj, Majma, and Shaqra, along with the completion of surrounding infrastructure around a number of existing universities and the establishment of new polytechnic colleges and vocational institutes (US-Saudi Arabian Business Council, 2011), and U.S. Department of State (2011).

1.1 King Abdullah Scholarship Program:
This program provides the best opportunities to Saudi Nationals to pursue their Bachelor, Masters, and Doctorate degrees in the world renowned International Universities. This
Scholarship was initially started in the year 2005 for a period of five years but was graciously extended for another five years in 2010 by the Saudi King. The Scholarship gives an opportunity to study in the diversified fields of Knowledge such as Pure Sciences, Medical Sciences, Engineering, Computer Science, Management Sciences etc. So far 106065 Saudi students have been awarded this scholarship to pursue their higher education in USA, UK, Canada, France, Australia, India, China etc. (Ministry of Higher Education, 2011), (Arab News, 2011).

2. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY: The objective of the present study is to identify the following factors with regard to Open IR in Saudi Arabia:

- To identify the extent of IR development;
- To reveal the present status of IRs and similar projects in Saudi Arabia;
- To discuss the problems and solutions in exiting IR & similar projects;
- To encourage the other universities for developing IR by stating the features of IR;
- To show the future of IR in Saudi Arabia.

3. REVIEW LITERATURE
Lagoze, Carl and Van de Sompel, Herbert (2001) described the recent history of the OAI – its origins in promoting E-Prints, the broadening of its focus, the details of its technical standard for metadata harvesting, the applications of these standard and future plans. The Open Archives Initiative (OAI) develops and promotes interoperability solutions that aim to facilitate the efficient dissemination of content. The roots of the OAI lie in the E-Print community.

Barwick, Joanna (2007) provided a summary of his experiences to develop an institutional repository at Loughborough University, focusing on some of the key issues that was necessary to consider, the choices made and the challenges overcome. In this study author highlighted his experiences and challenges involved to develop an institutional repository. He gave direct insight into the different types of work involved in the setting up of an institutional repository and is an example of a system set up outside the boundaries of project funding.

Laxminarsaiah, Ashalatha and Rajgoli, Iqbal Ahmad U. (2007) provided case study of ISRO HQ institutional repository and showed evidence on how the ISRO HQ IR was built from scratch and how different collections with numerous forms and formats can be accommodated using DSpace software. Many problems were faced during customization of metadata forms for different collections apart from Dublin Core metadata fields. DSpace allows workflow and customization as per institutional requirements. It supports community/collection based content and submission by different user communities. Cohen, Suzanne and Schmidle, Deborah (2007) fund in his case study that in less than two years from its inception, Digital Commons@ILR was launched and is now providing access to nearly 2,000 documents, including access to an online journal. Partnerships and collaborations have been an essential component in the success of this product. The need for staff support to build and sustain this institutional repository was and remains vital.

Xia, Jingfeng and Opperman, David B. (2009) described the current practices of institutional repositories at master's and baccalaureate institutions (M&BIs) in the United States. Authors
focused include repository content composition, operational style, development history, and accessibility. The research studies a group of institutional repositories through the analysis of their content elements. The article also discussed important management issues and identifies challenges. This research can provide a valuable resource to other libraries of similar type and size for the planning and implementation of new repositories.

Kamila, Kanchan (2009) In her paper she discussed about the concept of Institutional Repository (IR), its relevance, merits, software requirements and the current trends in India, with special reference to the initiatives at Burdwan University. She revealed the objectives of making Institutional Repository for Burdwan University are to organize and preserve Ph.D. theses, faculty publications, lecture notes, student’s dissertations, learning objects, PG level & NET/SET question papers, links to open knowledge objects, project reports etc. In some disciplines, institutional repositories may play significant roles in disseminating both unpublished and published research results.

Koenig, Jack (Jay) and Mikeal, Adam (2010) conducted a case study on a devised method of collection organization within a DSpace repository using a Manakin theme and descriptive metadata. Author found the Manakin theme delivered the desired result of a browse interface that allowed the user to select and view subsets of items within a collection. Dspace’s rigid data model of communities and collections is not ideal. This new interface allows for the inclusion and proper display of such complex collections.

Liu, Shu and Zhou, Yongli (2011) Described Colorado State University Libraries’ experience for developing an IR using DigiTool. Topics discussed are based on the processes and workflows, and include local customization; metadata and object ingest; implementation of handles; incorporation with web discovery; and management of statistical data. And they found the DigiTool, a powerful, complex, and relatively mature out-of-box IR platform that fulfills one’s needs to establish and maintains an IR, is considered.

4. METHODOLOGY
This is an interpretive approach, based on more than three years’ working experience of authors in the Library and Information Science field in Saudi higher education sector.

5. DISCUSSIONS
Authors discussed here some aspects, which are very important for developing IR in Saudi Arabia.

5.1 Why institutional repository?
This is the era of information explosion; universe of knowledge is expanding tremendously as worldwide research and development is producing an enormous amount of scientific and scholarly information. It is one of the great challenges for information specialists, to control, organize, preserve this wealth of information, and make it accessible to the world wide academic community. Institutional repositories are one solution to this problem. The rationale for universities implementing IR’s rests on the various factors such as Knowledge organization & Management, Institutional visibility and prestige, ranking of university higher education, important in E-learning environment, etc. IR centralizes, preserves, and makes the scholarly publication of an institution widely accessible such as the literature regarding working papers, preprints, conference papers, presentations, white papers, classroom notes and lectures etc. which are not easily found through the formal means of publications.

Open access Institutional Repositories are generously harvested by external search engines such as Google scholars, Yahoo, MSN etc. and are likely to gain greater exposure
and significantly higher citation impact in comparison to closed access or non OA articles (Harnad et al., 2004). Open access always remains helpful to an increase in citations, therefore, making an institution or organization’s research and development more visible to the global community and bringing honor and prestige to the organization and its scholarly community (Pinfield et al., 2002), and (Cullen and Chawner, 2010). The IR complements existing metrics for gauging Institutional productivity and prestige. Where this increased visibility reflects a high quality of scholarship…..That derives in part from an institution’s status and reputation (Crow, 2002).

IRs can also be of great benefit to the improvement of university ranking especially the ranking systems which emphasize web presence and visibility. For example, to measure the ranking of the universities, Webometrics considers the four important factors i.e. Size (Number of web pages), rich files (Number of documents), scholars (Number of papers), & visibility (Number of external links) (Cybermetrics Lab, 2011). Though it is not easy to split the components involved in the university ranking the cybermetrics lab decided to focus on repositories and comparing the success of OAI in the academic sector (Aguillo et.al., 2010).

Institutional repositories can also play a very crucial role in higher education and in an E-learning environment. “There are tremendous benefits to a university in managing and sharing its e-learning resources and a central online repository can be a highly effective part of university management strategy (Hayes & Rothery 2008). Digital repositories offer an enormous scope for re-use of digital content such as learning materials……teacher review how they deliver their courses and focus on how to improve the learning experience (Hayes, 2005).

5.2 IRs: a knowledge management tool

As Saudi Arabia is making continuous efforts to realize the vision of the Knowledge based economy; this is the need of the hour for Saudi Academic organizations and institutions to manage, organize, and transfer the knowledge without loss in order to share it across the organizations and among the global scholarly community as well. In this respect, open Institutional repositories can play a vital role to manage and transfer the Institutional knowledge. It is very easy for the scholarly community to access the institutional knowledge & resources over the internet via open institutional repositories. The availability of knowledge repositories facilitates access to knowledge as well as its transfer among individuals and these repositories will increase the chances of transferring technologies to the society and return the investment (Ignat, and Repanovic, 2009). “In sum, institutional repositories offer a strategic response to systemic problems in the existing scholarly journal system—and the response can be applied immediately, reaping both short-term and ongoing benefits for universities and their faculty and advancing the positive transformation of scholarly communication over the long term” (Crow, 2002).

5.3 Software for IRs:

There are many open source software available for the development of archiving system and Institutional repositories. Some which deserve mention are:

- **Dspace**: DSpace was launched in November 2002 and jointly developed by the MIT library and HP. DSpace modestly describes itself as a groundbreaking digital repository system.
- **E-prints**: E-prints is developed at the School of Electronics and Computer Science, University of Southampton, UK in January 2001;
- **Fedora**: Fedora was originally initiated and created at Cornell University in 1997;
Greenstone: Greenstone is developed and distributed as an international cooperative effort established in August 2000 among three parties: New Zealand Digital Library Project at the University of Waikato, UNESCO and the Human Info NGO. Currently, DSpace is the most widely used software considering that 1000 organizations are currently using DSpace software in a production or project environment. DuraSpace took over supporting the DSpace project as on July 2009 the DSpace foundation ceased operations. Both the DSpace Project & Community are under the stewardship of DuraSpace, a not-for-profit organization. (http://www.dspace.org). Duraspace is based on the open source technology portfolio which includes the DSpace open access repository application and the Fedora open repository platform. There are many more open access software available and normally there is no direct cost involved. All the OAI softwares have got its own features, advantages, and disadvantages and usability; it is often hard to say which software is the best one. Therefore, the factors of software selection normally depend upon the specific requirements of an organization, worldwide use of the software, feedback from the existing users, user friendliness, availability of technical support etc. (Staples et. al., 2003), (Witten et al., 2001).

6. ANALYSIS OF IRS: CURRENT STATUS & CHALLENGES
The authors analyzed here exiting IRs and similar kind of projects in Saudi Arabia.

7.1 King Saud University (KSU) Dspace Repository:
King Saud University (KSU) is the institution for higher education in Saudi Arabia established in 1957 as Riyadh University. KSU has added a number diamonds to its crown, in terms of research activities and collaboration with world renowned universities. Every year it produces number of Research papers, thesis; conference papers, seminars, scientific symposium, and publications of scholarly journals, resulting in the emergence of valuable resources of knowledge which must be preserved, managed, and organized properly in order to optimize the worldwide use of these scholarly resources. Therefore, King Saud University initiated its Repository project in [December 2008?] (Registry of Open Access Repositories, KSU Repository, 2008). KSU Repository comprises near about nineteen thousand documents, which includes research papers, conference papers, theses / dissertations, etc. KSU repository is being developed on Dspace and customized as per the requirement of the university. As Dspace supports the multilingual environment KSU repository incorporated the English and Arabic language interface. The number of communities and sub communities has been created each representing a college/department/research centers etc. The end users can browse the collection by communities, issue date (publication year), author, title, & subject. In addition, the simple and advance search interface is also very helpful to retrieve the desired documents.

Suggestions for KSU institutional repository: Some improvements are needed in KSU repository:
➢ In the subject or keyword metadata field, it does not use controlled vocabulary like LCSH, Sears list or thesaurus and that is likely going to affect the efficient retrieval.
➢ Arabic interface does not have the Arabic documentation in the help section, so Arabic version documentation should be included in the help section to facilitate the Arabic user community.
➢ The KSU repository should also include the browsing facility by ‘type of documents’.
• It is also suggested to implement the social networking and web 2.0 tools such as twitter, facebook, google+, and RSS feed to keep the user community update about the activities of KSU repository.
• Similarly a FAQ section, most viewed items, recently added items are some of the features worthy to be implemented in KSU repository.

Figure: 6.1
KSU has also taken another similar initiative to preserve and organize its valuable knowledge resources in digital formats:

7.2 Makhtota:
It is an online digital archive of very rare Arabic manuscripts initiated by King Saud University in the year [s.d.]. The name of the digital archive is “Makhtota” which means manuscript. This repository contains more than eleven thousand Arabic manuscripts which are very rare and accessible online. The user interface is bi-lingual (Arabic & English).
An advanced search interface is available with metadata fields such as manuscript name, author name, author date, description, material description, subject, referrals, reproducer name, copy date, category no general no, & reference.
Statistics section provides the information about the most viewed items and ‘items viewed today’ and may be helpful to user community. In conclusion this is a commendable effort but there is still lot many improvements required to make this project widely accessible and visible to worldwide scholarly community.

Suggestions for KSU Makhtota Project: Some improvements are also needed in Makhtota:
• A lot of mistakes (spelling, character recognition, grammar, etc.).
• Search results does not produce in alphabetical order neither there is such an option available.
• Metadata fields are not based on the standard metadata schema such as Dublin core, MARC etc. and also used terms are very vague i.e. author date, category no. general no. & reference etc. These fields are very confusing and user won’t be
able to get the desired results in case a user built his / her search query based on these fields.

➢ In this regard, a how to search guide / help section might prove very helpful to user community.

**Figure: 7.2**

**Figure 7.2a**

### 7.3 KFUPM E-Prints:

KFUPM e-Prints is the Institutional Repository of King Fahd University of Petroleum & Minerals initiated in [September 2007?] on the Eprint software (Registry of Open Access Repositories KFUPM e-Prints, 2007). KFUPM e-Prints comprises more than four thousand items which includes various types of resources such as articles, conference papers, books, patents, thesis, monograph, workshop documents etc. The types of documents included in KFUPM e-Prints are article, books, book section/chapter, conference/workshop, monograph, patent, teaching resources, thesis, and others to facilitate the accessibility of the collection. The entire collection is categorized and classified into thirty seven broad categories and sub-categories; this will also help in
accessibility and retrieval process. There are various ways to browse the collection such as browsing by year of publication or year in which it came into public domain, subject wise, author wise, department to which a particular item belongs, and browsing by the type of documents. It also has a very strong simple and advanced search interface where a user can build a query by using various search operators in order to retrieve a particular piece of information or document (KFUPM e-Prints).

**Suggestions for KFUPM E-Prints:** It is suggested that KFUPM e-prints:

- Should implement the social networking and web 2.0 tools such as twitter, facebook, google+, and RSS feed to easily distribute the content.
- Similarly implementation of the Arabic interface would be of great importance as the primary user community is the native Arabic speaker.

![KFUPM ePrints](image)

**Figure 7.3**

7.4 Umm Al-Qura University (UQU) Reference Repository:

Umm Al-Qura Reference repository which is also registered on DOAR, ROAR, and referred by Nazim and Mukherjee (2011) is no more accessible publicly via its url i.e. eref.uqu.edu.sa. The authors could not found the reason for the non availability of UQU reference repository. In addition, following are some of the digital initiatives made by UQU and some are based on OAI philosophy and some are partially open or restricted to UQU community only.

7.4.1 Journal Articles:

This database comprises the full text articles from the ten Arabic language journals published by Umm Al-Qura University. Most of the articles are in Arabic but there are articles which are published in English including the abstract in an alternate language (Arabic / English) to help native speakers. The bibliographic information such as Title, Author, Title of the Journals and Issue number is available to provide more details about the documents. Full text articles are also available and freely accessible, i.e. open to all.

7.4.2 Manuscript:

The University has also built a very precious database of manuscripts to increase its efforts in digital archiving and encouraging the open access movement. The manuscript database of Umm Al-Qura University comprises 3093 pdf files, accessible online for the benefit of the scholarly community worldwide. The manuscripts in this database are
very rare and originally written by the renowned and famous Islamic scholars such as Imam Jalal-Al-Deen Suyuti, Imam Bukahri, who compiled the most authentic book of hadith ‘Sahih Bukhari’ (Tradition of the Prophet Mohammad), Ibn Arabi, and Imam Malik who is among the scholars of the four legal schools of Islamic thought, and so on. Therefore this database is very crucial and important from the perspectives of historical Islamic literature and scholars. The bibliographic details are available as access points such as Title of the manuscript, Copier of the manuscript, Manuscript no., Subject of the manuscript, and the number of pages etc.

7.4.3 Umm Al-Qura & Saudi University Dissertations:
This database comprises a total 9463 Masters & P.HD Theses / Dissertations awarded at Umm Al-Qura University. The database comprises both English and Arabic titles. The Saudi University database is made up of 1401 documents of P.HD theses / dissertations from Saudi Universities. The bibliographic details are available to assist the end users in order to identify and retrieve the specific document such as Author, Title, Dissertation number, language in which the document is originally written or produced, College (where dissertation / thesis) submitted, and the degree (P.HD / Masters) for which theses / dissertations submitted. The other information accessible to assist the user community is also available such as Abstract both in English and Arabic, an Introduction of the thesis / dissertation, and Table of contents.

This is not an open access initiative and therefore we will not go into further details. For the full text accessibility of the documents, users may directly contact the author or library deanship.

A common search interface is available to access and retrieve these databases at Umm Al-Qura University. A user can select the desired database, and Title or Author to build the keyword search query. The option to search an item by its specific number such as dissertation or manuscript number is also available to retrieve a specific document. But there is no search option to search all these databases simultaneously (figure 7.4).
7.5 University of Dammam Dspace Repository:
Recently University of Dammam (UoD) has also initiated its Repository project on Dspace platform. Since it is in the trial and testing phase we will include no further details about UoD Dspace repository in this paper.

Various efforts made by the Umm Al-Qura University must be combined together in standard archiving software such as Dspace, E-Prints, or Open Repository to create professional and standardized Repository integrated with Metadata & other archiving standards. Similarly KSU Dspace Repository & Makhtota are the projects of King Saud University which include the resources from King Saud University only. Though these two projects (KSU Dspace repository and Makhtota) were started on different occasions and in different spans of time the purpose of both these projects is archiving the knowledge resources of King Saud University. Though Makhtota projects include only the Arabic manuscripts they can also be preserved in the KSU Dspace repository. It seems that the information and documents have become scattered between these two projects and therefore their accessibility is affected. Hence, the very purpose of organizing and archiving the information has been lost. The most effective solution to this problem is to create a centralized integrated platform / application to make all these databases more visible and widely accessible to the world scholarly community via a single window. In addition, the software platform on which, Makhtota, and Umm-Al-Qura University resources are archived need to be compatible with the International standards like Metadata Dublin core, OAI-PMH etc.

7. FUTURE PROSPECTS:
There are currently 21 Government Universities, 24 Private Universities and Colleges, 12 Technical Colleges, 37 Colleges and Institutes for health, geographically distributed throughout the Kingdom primarily serving the higher education needs of the Saudi population. (MOHE Saudi Arabia, 2010)
As the higher education sector is showing a consistently upward trend in the Kingdom, research and development work is burgeoning enthusiastically in Saudi Universities. The new scientific knowledge and ideas produced are required to be documented, preserved, and distributed for the long term use not only for the Saudi academic community but for the worldwide scholarly community. Open Institutional repositories can play an important role in organizing, storing, and making the scientific knowledge visible. According to (Swan and Carr, 2008), “The primary reason for establishing a digital repository is to increase the visibility of the institution’s research output by making it Open Access”

The future of IR’s seems to be very bright because of the growing number of higher education institutions as well as Research and scientific activities in Saudi Arabia. So far very few efforts have been made in the area open Intutional repositories and digital archiving. There is an immediate need to think sincerely in this direction especially by the Saudi Research organizations, institutions, and universities and to find ways and possibilities for establishing Institutional repositories so that the knowledge and information produced in these organizations and institutions could be organized, preserved and shared broadly.

“Higher education institutions have to manage their educational, research and associated assets more effectively and transparently than in the past” (Hayes, 2005).
Moreover, all the universities working in the public and private sectors, and other government funded bodies such as public libraries, museums, and archiving centers can also find ways to set up consortia of an open digital repository by signing MoU’s and negotiating the other technical issues such as Intellectual Property Rights. Saudi Arabia must also think of launching a National digital repository by putting all the past and existing available
resources of Knowledge into one place. Therefore, the rest of the world would have greater accessibility of the available resources which is otherwise accessible to a very small population and for may be on the verge of extinction.

8. CONCLUSION:
There is a great need to market and propagate the idea of Institutional repositories among the Saudi Academic Organizations and institutions so that they may take initiatives in this important area. Moreover, faculty members, Research Scholars, Students, and the academic communities need to be made aware of the importance of Institutional repositories and benefits of archiving and publishing their research papers, Articles and other forms of academic documents in an institutional repository.

Also, Saudi Universities, Research organizations, and other Institutes of higher education should be tasked with establishing IR projects. They should consider creating a collective think-tank for meeting the nation’s IR needs. A consortium might also be created, in which the institutional resources of all the Saudi Universities and Institutions may be archived in a single centralized repository and therefore all the Universities and Institutions would be able to access the resources of other organizations and institutions at a time from a single database. They should take immediate action in the area of IR in order to preserve vital resources which may be easily lost forever, and make the Institutional knowledge widely accessible to the existing scholarly community and for posterity.

King Saud University also sponsored a project called Arab Repository which is basically a database of journals (full text and Abstract) published in the Arab world. The database includes more than twenty thousand articles. Since our study is restricted with the geographical location of Saudi Arabia, we will not discuss the further details of Arab repository project.
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